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NONCOMMUTATIVE LOCAL ALGEBRA

Alexander L. Rosenberg

The purpose of tbis work is to introduce the basic facts of noncommutative

local algebra and algebraic geometry. Initial objects of the theory are abelian

categories (thought as categories of quasi-coherent sheaves). To any abelian ca

tegory i1 a set SpecA - the spectrum of A - is assigned, together with canoni

cal topologies on it. Given a topology r on SpecA, eanonical or not, there

is a naturally defined functor from A to the eategory of presheaves on

(Speci1,I), wbieh sends objects of the eategory A into eorresponding 'struetu

re' presheaves. The important thing IS that, for the canonieal topologies, the

stalles of the eategory of quasi-coherent sheaves (we eall them the stalles of the

eategory A) are usually much simpler than the eategory sd itself: they re

semble to (are natural generalizations of) categories of modules over loeal

rings.

A short overview of the contents:

In the fIrst section, the notion of the speetrum of an abelian eategory is

introduced and some basic properties of the spectrurn are discussed.

The seeond section IS concerned with the localizations at points of the

speetrum and the behaviour of the spectrum with respect to arbitrary exaet loca

lizations.

In the tbird section, we introduce and study local abelian categories the

classical prototypes of which are categories of modules over commutative local

rings.

In the fourth section, the obtained results are speeified for the category

of left modules over an associative ring. This way we recover the introduced in

[Rl] (cf. also [R2]) left spectrum of a ring.

Seetion 5 deals with basic properties of supports and related to the sub-

sets of the spectrurn localizations.

Seetion 6 is dedicated to the zariski topology.

In Section 7 same other canonical topologies are discussed.

In Section 8, the associated points of objects of an abelian category are

introduced and their properties straightforward analogs of the classical ones

- are established.
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Section 9 IS coneerned with certain funetorial properties of the spectrum.

We introduee the notion of the speetrum of a funetor (- the relative spectrum)

and study several of related to this notion constructions and facts.

It is worth to mention that the relative spectrum IS the maIn object of in

vestigation in [R4] and [R6] dedicated to applications of the sketched here oon

commutative loeal algebra to the study of representations.

I am grateful to Joseph Bernstein for careful reading of this paper and a·

number of valuable suggestions. I would like to thank Max.-Plank-Institute für

Mathematik for hospitality and support.

1. THE SPECTRUM OF AN ABELIAN CATEGORY.

1.1. A preorder in abelian categories. Fix an abelian category iJ. For any two

objects, X and Y, of the category A we shall write X >- Y if Y IS a

subquotient of a coproduct of a finite number of coples of X, l.e. if, for

some finite k, there exists a diagram

(k)X~ U -) Y,

where the left arrow is a monomorphism, and the right one IS an epimorphism; he

re (k)X denotes a direct sum of k copies of X.

1.1.1. Lemma. The relation >- is apreorder on OhA.

Proof In fact, let X >- Y, and Y >- Z; i.e. there exist the diagrams

(k)X~ uL Y
and

j f
(n)Y~ V -) Z

(1)

(2)

in which the arrows I, ] are monomorphisms, and the arrows g, f are epi-

morphisms. Evidently, the direct sum of 12 copies of the diagram (1)

(nk)X ( (n)i (n)U (n)g ) (n)Y

is of the same type. Let W be a fibred product of

(n)g: (n)U -) (n)Y and j: V -) (n)Y;

and let i': W -) (n)U and h: W -) V be the canonical projections. Since

j is a monomorphism and (n)g IS an epimorphism, the arrow is a monomor-

phism, and h is an epimorphism. Hence
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is a monomorpism, and
(n)ioi': W~ (nk)X

(n)goh: W~ Z

is an epimorphism; i.e. X >- Z.•

1.1.2. The notation. Denote by 1AI the ordered set of equivalence classes of

objects of A with respect to the relation >-. We save the same symbol, >-, for

the induced order on IAI.

1.2. The spectrum of an abelian category. Let M be a nonzero object of the ca

tegory A. We write M E SpecA if, for any nonzero subobject N of M, we

have: N >- M. Since M >- N, we can say that M E SpecA if and only if it is

equivalent with respect to the preorder >- to any of its nonzero subobjects.

Denote by SpecA the ordered set of equivalence classes (with respect to

>- ) of elements of SpecA. We call SpecA the spectrnm of the category A.

1.3. Spectrum and simple objects. Clearly every simple object of the category A

belongs to SpecA. Moreover, we shall see In a moment that two simple objects

are equivalent if and only if they are isomorphic.

1.3.1. Proposition. Let M be a simple object of the category 113,

be an object of A. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) N is isomorphie to (k)M fOT some (finite) k;

(b) M >- N.

and let N

Proo! Clearly (a) ~ (h). Let us show that (b) ~ (a). By assumption, N 15

a subquotient of (l)M for some I. Since M is simple, this implies by a

standart argument that N c.: (n)M for some n S; I. •

1.3.2. Corollary. Let M and M' be simple objects of the category sIL Then

M >- M' if and only if the objects M and M' are isomorphie.

2. THE SPECTRUM AND EXACT LOCALIZATIONS.

Preliminaries about exact localizations.

1.1.1).

A localization

localizations which exactfunctors -

is a functor having

it inverts (cf. [GZ,

are exact

of arrowsclassto thewith respect

interested in

property

we areHere

universala

2.1.

localizations.

Recall that a subcategory s of the category is called thick if the
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following condition holds:

the object M in the exact sequence

o ---) M'---) M ---) M"---) 0

belongs to S if and only if M' and M" are objecL" of S. In other words,

S is closed under taking subquotionts and extensions.

2.2. Proposition. Let Q: sil ----4 13 be an exact localization 0/ an abelian ca-

tegory sil. Then, JOT any P E SpecA, either Q(P) = 0, or Q(P) E Spec'B.

In par->- .,Proo! 1) Any exact functor is compatible with the preorder

ticular, the localization Q is compatible with >-.

2) Let P E SpeciJ - KerQ, and let q>: N }----) Q(P) be a nonzero subob-

ject of Q(P). Since the functor Q is exact, the class S of all arrows s

of sil such that Qs is invertible, admits left and right fractions (cf. [GZ],

1.3.4). Trus implies that there exists a commutative diagram

N q» Q(P )

u 1 Qh 1Qs

Q( M) -----+) Q(P' )

(1)

where u and Qs are isomorphisms. Consider the pair of arrows

M h ) p' (s P. (2)

is a nonzero monomorphism, as weIl as arrows

Qh is also a monoarrow. Therefore Ker(h) E

the diagrams (l) and (2) by the canonical mor-

Note that s IS a monoarrow,

In fact, Ker(s) E KerQ, because Qs is a monomorphism. If

then, since P E Specsil, Ker(s) >- P; Therefore P is an object of

contradicts to the assumption.

Now, since q>: N ) Q(P)

u and Qs (cf. the diagram (I)),

KerQ. Replacing the arrow h In

phism

Kerls) *" 0,

KerQ which

M/Ker(h) ) p'

and the isomorphism u in the diagram (I) by the composition of u and the

isomorphism Q(M ----) M/Ker(h), we can assurne that h is a monornorphism. Con- ~

sider the pullback of the arrows (2):
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h'M' -----) P

s'1 1s

hM --------7) JY

(3)

Qs

h (resp.

sends the

By general properties of cartesian squares, the monomorphness of

s) implies that of h' (resp. s'). Being exact, the functor Q

cartesian square (3) into the cartesian square. Hence, the isomorphness of

implies that Qs' is an isomorphism.

Now, it follows from the commutativity of (1) that there IS unique morphism

"A.: N~ Q(M') such that

Qs'o=t = U and Qh' o=t = 'P. (4)

Moreover, the first of the equalities (4) shows that A- lS invertible: A
,-1 In particular, the monomorphism h' is Since P SpecA,= Qs ou. nonzero. E

this means that M')- P which implies, thanks to the exactness of Q, that N 0:

Q(M') >- Q(P). •

2.3. Points of the spect~um and Serre subcategories. Fix an abelian category A.

For any M E ObA, consider the full subcategory <M> of dl defined as

folIows: Ob<M> consists of all objects N such that the relation N >- M does

not hold.

Note that, for any object M, the subcategory <M> contains all subquoti-

ents and finite direct sums of copies of any of its objects.

2.3.1. Lemma. Let M, M'E ObiI. The Jollowing conditions are equivalent:

(a) M >- M';

(h) <M'> ~ <M>.

Proof Since we are dealing with full subcategories, the inclusion <M'> c

<M> is equivalent to that Ob<M'> ~ Ob<M>.

Note that ObA -Ob<M> consists of all objects L of A such that L}- M.

Clearly, since >- is apreorder (cf. Lemma 1.1.1), M >- M' if and only if ObA

-Ob<M> k; ObA ·Ob<M'>, or, equivalently, if and only if Ob<M'> k Ob<M>. •

Thus, the map M l------)o <M>

1.1.2):

induces an isomorphism of ordered sets (cf.

lAI = (IAI,>-) ---7) ({<M> I M E ObA), ~).
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Weshall use this realization of IAI all the time.

2.3.2. Serre subcategories. For any subcategory i of an abelian category A,

denote by i- the full subcategory of A generated by all objects M such

that any nonzero subquotient of M has a nonzero subobject from i.

2.3.2.1. Lemma. For any subeategory i of an abelian eategory A,

(a) the subeategory "[- is thiek.

(b) (i-)- = i-

(e) i ~ i- if any subquotient of any ohjeet of i is isomorphie to an ob

jeet of i.

Proof (a) Suppose that the object M is the exact sequence

O~M/~M~M"~O (1)

belongs to -rr- i.e. any nonzero subquotient of M

ject from i. Since any subquotient of M' or M"

quotient of M, both M' and M" have this property.

Conversely, let M' and M" are objects of -rr-.
subquotient of M; i.e. there is a diagram

contains a nonzero subob

is at the same time a sub-

And let L be a nonzero

t eM f---- K -------7 L,

where t is a monoarrow and e is an epimorphism.

If the composition of the canonical monomorphism

t ' : K n L -------7 K

and e IS nonzero, then L':= im(eot' ) is a nonzero subobject of L and a

subquotient of M'. Hence L' has a nonzero subobject from i.

If eot' = 0, then we have a commutative diagram

--4) 0

--4) 0O--~ M' )M e MII)

r r r i'

o ----? K nL )K K')

e~ /e '
L

where i' is a monoarrow and e' is an epiarrow; Le. L IS a subquotient of

M"; hence L has a nonzero subobject from i.

(h), (e). The assertions (h) and (e) are evident. •
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Call a subcategory , of an abelian category .i1 a Serre subcategory if it

coincides with '-.

2.3.3. Proposition. /f an object

then <P> is a Serre subcategory

P of the category

of iL

belongs to Spec:A,

Proof Suppose that there 15 an object M of the category s4 which be-

longs to <P>-, but does not belong to <P>. The latter means that there is a

diagram

(n)M ( K e ) P,

tient of (n)M. According

ticular, (n)M belongs to

<P>-, the object P has

any nonzero subobject of

subcategory <P>. •

where is a mono- and e an epimorphism. In other words, P is a subquo-

to Lemma 2.3.2.1, <P>- is a thick category; in par-

<P>-. Being a nonzero subquotient of an object from

a nonzero subobject from <P>. But, since P E Spec:A,

P is equivalent to P; hence it cannot belong to the

category iJ is

and, besides, the

:A, and, for any

subobject N of

2.4. Categories with the property (sup). Their Serre subcategories and their

spectrum. Consider abelian categories with the following property:

(sup) for any ascending chain n of subobjects of an object M. the sup-

remum of n exists; and for any subobject L oj M. the natural morphism

sup{X n L : X E n;~ (supo.) n L

is an isomorphism.

The categories with property (sup) ure called otherwise the categories with

exact direct limits.

2.4.1. Example: Grothendieck categories. Recall that an abelian

called a Grothendieck category if it has a set of generators,

following condition holds:

AR5. There exists a direct surn of every set of objects of

ascending chain n of subobjects of an object M and for any

M, the natural morphism

sup{X n N : X E n;~ (supn) n N

is an isomorphism.

Note that the

supn for any farnily

existence of small direct sums garantees

n of subobjects of any object M of

7
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supn 18 the image of the canonical arrow

EI:) X ) M.
XEn

Thus Grothendieck categories are categories with coprodllcts, a set of gene-

rators and the property (sup).

Recall three important examples of Grothendieck categories:

1) The category R-mod of left modules over an associative ring R.

2) The category of sheaves of R-modules on an arbitrary topological space.

3) The category of quasi-coherent sheaves on a quasi-compact and quasi

separated scheme.

Note that it is not known if the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on an

arbitrary scheme has enough injectives or even all limits ([TT], B.2). But, one

can easily see that it has the property (sup).

In fact, the inclusion of the category Qcoh(X) on a scheme X into the

category 0X-mod of 0X-modules is a fully faithful exact functor which ref

lects finite limits and all colimits. This implies that the category Qcoh(X)

has all colimits and inherits the property (sup) from 0X-mod.•

2.4.2. Example: noetherian categories. An object M of a category 01- is called

noetherian if any set of its subobjects has a maximal element. An abelian cate

gory A is called noetherian if it has a set of generators and all its objects

are noetherian.

The standart examles of a noetherian category is the category of left modu

les of finite type over a left noetherian ring and the category of coherent she

aves .on a noetherian scheme.

Note that if all objects of an abelian category A are noetherian, then

the category A enjoys the condition (sup).

This is a consequence of the fact that the condition (sup) restricted to

finite families of subobjects holds for any abelian category.•

2.4.3. Lemma. Let an abelian category A have the property (sup). And let lr

be a Serre subcategory 0/ the category A.

Suppose that .Q is a family of subobjects of an object M of the category

A such that M = sup.Q; and .Q is a subset of the subcategory "U". Then M

also belongs "U".
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Proof We need to show that the objeet M ~ supo. belongs to the subcatego

ry i-.

In fact, let 0.' denote the directed family

{supI I I is a finite subset of Cl}

of subobjeets of M. For any finite subset I of 0, supI is isomorphie to

the image of the canonical arrow

ffi L ) M,
LEI

Since the subcategory "TI"

any finite coproducts, ffi L
LEI

to i.

IS thick (cf. Lemma 2.3.2.1), hence closed under

and, therefore, its image in M, supI, belong

Let now we be given an arbitrary diagram

eM f-(--- K ----,) X,

where is a monoarrow, e is an epiarrow, and X t=- O. For any finite sub-

set 1 of 0., denote by K(I) the intersection of K with the subobject

sup!. Thanks to the property (sup) , there is a finite subset I ~ Cl such that

the composition of the embedding t: K(!) ) K and the epimorphism e IS

nonzero. The image of eot is a nonzero object from i.

This shows that M E ObTf-. •

Recall that a subcategory S of a category A

(resp. reflective) if the inclusion functor S ~ A

adjoint.

is said to be coreflective

has a right (resp. left)

2.4.4. Lemma. (a) Any coreflective thick subcategory of an abelian category is a

Serre subcategory.

(b) Let A

subcategory of A

be an abelian category with the property (sup). Then any Serre

is coreflective.

Proof (a) Let A be an arbitrary abelian category; and let i be a core-

flective subcategory of A. Take an arbitrary object M In the subcategory

"U"-. Since "U" is coreflective, M has the "U"-torsion, J(M), the biggest

among the subobjects of M which belong to "U".

If the quotient object MITr(M) 15 nonzero, then M/l(M) has a nonzero

subobject, X, from "U". Since the subcategory ]" is thick, the preimage of X

In M is a subobject of M containing properly "'D"(M) which contradicts to the
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maximality of 1I"(M).

Therefore MIrr(M) = 0; l.e. M = lI(M) E OblI.

(b) Fix a Serre subcategory II of the category A.

For any object M of A, consider the family lI{M} of a11 subobjects of

M which belong to lI. According to Lemma 2.4.3, lI(M):= suplI{M} belong to lI.

Clearly, lI(M) is the lI-torsion 0/ M - the biggest among the subobjects of M

which belong to lI.

One can see that the map M r-----? 1I"(M) defines uniquely (onee the subobject

1I"(M) is chosen for each M) the right adjoint to the inclusion funetor

"O"~A.•

an abelian category A have the property (sup). Then, for

11" 01 A, the embedding llJ: 11" ~ sI1 preserves and

2.4.5. Corollary. Let

any Serre subcategory

reflects colimits.

In particular, any Serre subcategory 01
ducts (taken in A).

is closed under small copro-

Proo! In other words, the assertion sounds as fo11ows:

for any small diagram D:.D --) 11", colim(D) exists if and only if the

colimit of the composition 111"0D exists, and the eanonieal arrow

is an isomorphism.

(i) Suppose that colim(l
lJ

oD) exists. Denote this colimit by M, and take

as Q the family of images of all canonieal arrows

1
TJ

o D(x) -~) M, x E Ob».

Clearly the eanonical arrow supo. ~ M is an isomorphism. By Lemma

2.4.3, this means that M belongs to "0"- = 11".

( ii) If colim(D) exists, then J11"(colim(D )) is canonieally isomorphie

to colim(J,oD).

This follows from the existenee of a right adjoint to the functor 111"" •

2.4.6. Note. The assertion (i) in the proof of Corollary 2.4.5

of a more general fact. Namely, it is a consequenee of the

the embedding 111"' the existence of a right adjoint to 111"

2.4.4, and Proposition 1.1.4 in [GZ]).•
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Corollary 2.4.5 shows that the given here definition of a Serre subcategory

coincides with the conventional one in the case of Grothendieck categories.

2.4.7. Proposition. Let an abelian category A

for any object V of A such that <V>

object P E SpecdJ which is equivalent to V; i.e.

have the property (sup). Then,

is a Serre subcategory, there is an

<v> = <p>.

Proof Let M be an object of the category A such that <M> is a Serre

subcategory. Since A has the property (sup) , the subcategory <M> is corefle-

ctive (cf. Lemma 2.4.4); i.e. each object L of A has <M>-torsion <M>(L).

Denote by f<M>L the quotient object Ut<M>(L). Since <M> is thick, f<M>L

IS <M>-torsion free; hence f<M>L and L belong or do not belong to <M> si-

multaniously. In particular, M is equivalent to f<M>M with respect to >-.

Clearly any nonzero subobject of f<M>M, being <M>-torsion free, is equivalent

to f<M>M with respect to >-; i.e. f<M>M ESpecA. _

2.4.8.

Q: A

Serre subcategories and flat

---7) 23 flat if the functor

localizations. We call an exact localization

Q has a (necessarily fully faithful) right

IS called localizing if

adjoint functor.

A thick subcategory "U" of an abelian category

it is a kernel of a flat localization.

Note that any localizing subcategory is coreflective.

In fact, let Q be a flat localization, Q" a right adjoint to Q func-

tor, and 11: IdA ) Ql'oQ an adjunction arrow. Then the map M~ Ke111(M)

defines a functor which is right adjoint to the inc1usion functor KerQ -------7 A.

It is known (cf. [Gab], Ccrollary 3.3.3) that if .i1 is an abelian category

with injective hulls, then the converse is true:

A thick subcategory 0/ an abelian category with injective hulls is locali

zing if and only if it is coreflective.

This and Lemma 2.4.4 imply the following assertion:

2.4.8.1. Proposition. Let A be an abelian category with property (sup) and

with injective hulls. Then any Serre subcategory of A is localizing.

2.4.8.2. Corollary. Suppose that

and with injective hulls. Then

a) The map Q~ KerQ

A IS an abelian category with propery (sup)

provides a one-to-one correspondence between the

11



equivalenee elasses oJ flat loealizations oJ and Serre subeategories of the

eategory A.

b) For any P E SpeeiJ. the subeategory <P> is loealizing.

Note that Corollary 2.4.8.2 is applicable to the case when sil IS a Gro-

thendieck category, because any Grothendieck category has both the property

(sup) and injective hulls.

3. LoCAL ABELIAN CATEGORIES AND LOCALlZATION

AT POINTS OF TUE SPECTRUM.

Thus, according to Proposition 2.3.3, to any point <M> of SpecA an

exact localization, Q<M>: A~ s4/<M> , corresponds.

Our immediate goal is to show that these localizations at points of the

spectrum (or, ruther, quotient categories N<M» are as special, as the loca

lizations of categories of modules over a commutative flng at points of the

prime spectrum.

3.1. Loeat abelian categories. A nonzero object M of an abelian category A

will be called quasiflnal if N >- M for any nonzero object N of sil.

In other words, a nonzero object M is quasi-final if and only if <M> =

{D} = n <N>.
N E ObA-{O}

Clearly aquasifinal object of the category si1

and every two quasifinal objects of Aare equivalent.

(if any) belongs to SpecA,

3.1.1. Definition. An abelian category

aquasifinal object. •

will be called local if it possesses

3.1.2. Lemma. The Jollowing properties of an abelian category

lent:

are equiva-

(a) A is loeal and has simple objeets;

(h) any nonzero ohjeet of A has a simple suhquotient, and all simple oh-

jects of .il are isomorphie one to another.

Proof (a) => (h). Let M

the category A. Then L >- M

be aquasifinal object and L a simple object of

which implies, by Proposition 1.3.1, that M is

12



a coproduct of a finite number of eopies of L; hence M is equivalent to L.

Sinee L in this argument is an arbitrary simple objeet, we have obtained

that a11 simple objeets are equivalent each other which means, aeeording to Co

ro11ary 1.3.2, that they are pairwise isomorphie.

The implication (b) => (a) is evident. •

3.1.3. Example. It is easy to see that the eategory R-mod of left modules over

an assoclatlve ring R is loeal if and only if any two maximal left ideals m

and m' are equivalent in the fo11owing sense: m' = (m:x) for some x E R,

where (m:x) = {y E R I yx E m} by definition. In particular, the eategory of

modules over a eommutative ring k is loeal if and only if the ring k IS lo~

ca!. •

3.2. Local categories and local rings. For any abelian category .i1, denote by

3(14) the llcenter" of s4 which is, by definition, the ring of endomorphisms of

the identical functor Ids1' Clearly the ring 3(14) is commutative.

3.2.1. Proposition. Let A be a IDeal abelian ca tegory. Then the ring 3(A) is

loeal.

Proof Let M be a quasi-final object in the category A.

morphism ~ 01 Ids4 is invertible if and only if ~(M)"* O.

(a) The endo-

Suppose that

cal monomorphism

Ker~(X) "* 0 for some object

Ker~(X) ~ X. The equality

X', and let Cl be the canonl ~

o = ~(X)oa = ao~(Ker~(X))

implies that ~(Ker~(X)) = o.
Since M is a quasi-final object, there exists a diagram

~ t e(l)Ker'-;,(X) t-- V -------7 M

where IS a monomorphism and e is an epimorphism.

o = ~((l)Ker~(X))oi = io~(V) => ~(V) = 0,

since 18 a monoarrow, and

o = eo~(V) = ~(M)oe => ~(M) = 0

thanks to the epimorphness of e.

Suppose now that Cok~(X)"* 0; and let 1) be the canonical epimorphism
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x -) Cok~(X).
The equalities

~(Cok(X))ol) = l)o~(X) = 0

imply that ~(Cok~(X)) = O.

Since M is a quasi-final object, there exists a diagram

., ,
J:. t e(n)Cok...,(X) f---- V -----7 M

where i' IS a monomorphism and e' is an epimorphism which implies (by the

same argument as above) that ~(M) = O.

Thu5, if ~(M):I= 0, then ~(X) is an isomorphism for any object X in

A; i.e. ~ is an isomorphism.

In particular, ~(M) is invertible if and only if ~(M):I= O.

(h) Thus, the map ~1---------7 ~(M) is an epimorphism of the flng 3(A) onto

the skew field (~(M) I ~ E 3(tA)}. •

3.3. Localizalions at points of the spectrum. Now we are going to get one of the

most convincing indications that the chosen here notion of the spectrum is a

right one.

3.3.1. Proposition. Let

category sIl such that

ry iJ/<M> is local.

A be an abelian category. For any object M of the

<M> is a tltick subcategory 01 A, the quotient catego-

Proof Denote by Q the localization s4 -) sIl/<M>. Fix a nonzero ob-

ject, X, of the quotient category sAI<M>. There is an object X' of the ca-

tegory s4 such that X 0: Q(X'). Since the object X 15 nonzero, X' e Ob<M>

which means that X' >- M. The last relation is respected by exact functors. In

particular, we have: X 0: Q(X') >- Q(M). Thus, Q(M) is a quasi-final object of

the category :AI<M>.•

3.3.2. Corollary. For any abelian category A and any object M Irom SpecA,

the quotient category N<M> is loeal.

Proof By Proposition 2.3.3, if M ESpecA, then <M> IS a thick subcate-

gory.•

4. TRE LEFT SPECTRUM OF A RING.

Let s4 be the category R-mod of left modules over an associative ring R
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with unity. Sinee eaeh module from Spec(R-mod) is equivalent to any of its cy

eHe submodules, we can restriet ourselves to the modules of the form Rlm,

where m runs over the set 1f of left ideals of the ring R. The next step,

which we are going to do now, is to translate the defined above notions of pre

order >- and spectrum from the language of modules into the language of left

ideals.

4.1. Lemma. Let m and n be left ideals of the ring R. The relation Rlm >-

Rln is equivalent to the following condition:

(#) there exists a finite set y of elements of the nng R such that the

ideal (m:y). - {z E R I zy c m} is contained in the ideal n.

Proof By definition, the relation R1m >- R/n rneans that, for some posi-

tive integer k, there exist a submodule N of the module (k)Rlm and an epi-

morphism f' N ~ Rln. Let e be the image of the unity e of the ring R

under the canonical epimorphism R ~ Rln; and let z be an element of the

module N such that fez) = e. It is dear that the restriction of the eplmor-

phism f onto the cyclic submodule Rz IS also an epimorphism. This implies

that the annihilator Ann(z) of z is contained in the annihilator Ann(e')

of the element e'. But Ann(e') = n, and Ann(z) = (m:y), where y =
{yl.y2.....yk} IS the set of elements of the flng R such that z is the di-

reet surn of 1t(y.), i = l, ... ,k; here 1t is the canonical map R~ Rlm.
l

Conversely, if the left ideal (m:y) is contained in the left ideal n

for same finite set y = {y! ....'yk} of elements of the ring R, then there

exists an epimorphism of the generated by direct surn of the elements 7t(Yj) , i =
1••••• k, submodule of the module (k)Rlm onto Rln.•

We will write m -7 n if the left ideals m and n

(U) of Lenuna 4.1. Thus, the preorder -7 In the category

preorder -7 in the set 1f of left ideals of the ring R.

satisfy the condition

R-mod induees the

4.2. Proposition. Let p

R/p belongs to SpecR-mod

(*) for any x E R

respect to the preorder -7;

be a left ideal oj the ring R. The quotient module

if and only if the following condition holds:

- p, the left ideal (p:x) is equivalent to p with

or, what is the same, (p:x) -7 p.

Proof is left to the reader..

Thus, the set of all left ideals p such that the module Rlp belangs to

15



the spectrurn of the category

of the ring R (cf. LI).

R-mod coineides with the left spectrurn,

4.3. Localizations at points of the left spectrum of a ring. We have the follow

ing picture.

4.3.1. Proposition. For every ideal p from the left spectrum of the ring R,

the localization of the category R-mod at p is naturally realized as a full

loeal subeategory R-mod/<p> of R-mod, or, what is sometimes more convenient,

as a full loeal subeategory G<p>R-mod/<G<p>p> of the eategory G<p>R-mod.

Proof This assertion follows from results of Seetion 1.2 and 1.0. We

leave the details to the reader.•

The ring R is ealled left loeal if the eategory R-mod of Ieft R-modules

is loeal. Sinee R-mod is a eategory of finite type, it rneans that all simple

left R-modules are isomorphie to eaeh other, or, equivalently, for any two Ieft

maximal ideals m and m' of the ring R there exists an element z of R

such that m' = (m:z).

4.4. Lemma. Let p E Speet. The following eonditions are equivalent:

(a) The natural module morphism G<p>RlG<p>p -------7 GF(Rlp) is an isomor-

phism.

(b) The quotient module G<p>RlG<p>p belongs to the (quotient) subcategol}'

G<p>R-modi<G<p>p>.

(e) The Junetor G<p> is exaet; i.e.

G<p>R-modl<G<p>p>=G<p>R-mod.

(d) The ring G<p>R is left loeal, and its Zeft ideal G<p>p is equiva-

Zent to a left maximaL ideal.

Proof)s left to the reader. •

4.5. Remark. The equivalent eonditions of Lemma 4.4 hold for any eommutative

flng and for any hereditary ring. They hold also for some IIgood" rings, sueh as

certain rings of differential operators, and some others. Hut the left speetrum

of most rings (and even most among interesting rings) IS far from being abundant

with points satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.4.•
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5. SUPPORTS AND LOCALIZING SUBCATEGORIES.

5.1. The topology 't. Fix an abelian category A. CIearIy the least require-

ment on a topology of the spectrum, SpecA, of the category A is that it

should be compatible with the preorder >-. This means that the closure of any

point <P> of SpecA should contain the set s(<P» of all specializations of

that point, Le. all <P'> E SpecA such that <P'> s <P'>.

Denote by 't the strongest among the topologies having this property. It

IS easy to describe 't explicitly: the closure of a subset W with respect to

't is U s ( <P».
<P> E W

One can check that not onIy the intersection, but also the UnIon of any fa-

mily of closed in the topology 't subsets is closed. This shows that 't is too

strong to be really useful in terms of applications. Still, since any admissible

topology lives inside of 't, it is convenient to take 't into account.

5.2. Supports. The support of an object M of an abelian category A is the

set Supp(M) of all <P> E SpecA such that M >- P.

For instance, if M E SpecA, then Supp(M) coincides with the set seM)

of specializations of M - the closure of the M In the topology 't (cf.

5.1).

CIearIy Supp(M) is closed in t~e topology 't for any object M.

Note that Supp(M) depends only on the equivalence class, <M>, of the

object M. So, we could write Supp«M» instead of Supp(M).

5.2.1. Lemma. For any object M of the category .i1,

Supp(M) = (<P> E SpecAI Q<p>M -:1; Oj,

where Q<p> is the localization at <p>.

Proo! In fact, by the definition of the support,

<P> E Supp(M) if and onIy if M e: <p>.

On the other hand, Q<p>M -:1; 0 if and onIy if M e <p>.•

5.2.2. Proposition. (a) For any exact short sequence

o ----7) M' ----+) M --~) M" ----7) 0,

Supp(M) = Supp(M') U Supp(M").

(1)

(b) Suppose

mum of a family, .......,

IS a Grothendieck category. If an object

0/ its subobjects, then

17
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Supp(M) =x ~ sSupp(X).

Proo! (a) Since M >- M', as weIl as M >- MII, and >- is a transitive re

lation, we have the inclusion

Supp(M) :2 Supp(M') U Supp(M").

On the other hand, for any <P> E SpecA, the localization Q being an
<P>'

exact functor, sends the exact sequence (1) into the exact sequence

(2)

If <P> E Supp(M) , then, according to Lemma 5.2.1, Q<p>M 7; 0 which imp

lies, thanks to the exactness of (2) that either Q<p>M' 7; 0, or Q<p>M" 7; O.

(b) Now, let A be a Grothendieck category. Again, we have the inclusion

Supp(M) d
X

~ sSupp(X)

for free.

Note now, that, since the functor

subobjects, und the canonical arrow

lS flat, it sends subobjects into

IS an isomorphism. Hence, if <p> E Supp(M) , Le. Q<p>M 7; 0 (cf. Lemma

5.2.1), then Q<p>X 7; 0 for some XE=.. which means, by Lemma 5.2.1, that <p>

belongs to Supp(X) for that particular X. •

5.2.3. Corollary. For any family ...- of objects of a Grothendieck category

Supp( EB
Xe

x) =..- x ~ sSupp(X).

5.2.4. Lemma. The map M~ SpecA - Supp(M) is a functor from the preorder

l,d I.' = (OhA, >-) to the preorder (Open('t),Q of open subsets of (he top0 logicaI

space (SpecA,'t).

Proo! Since the relation >- is transitive, the map

MI ) Supp(M):= {<P> I M >- P}

is a contravariant functor from [Al to the preorder (under c) of closed sub-

sets of the topology 't on SpecA which implies the assertion of the lemma.•
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5.3. Subsets of the spectrum aud topologiziug subcategories. For any abelian ca-

tegory 73, denote by 1731 the order induced by >-; Le. 1731 can be regarded

as the set of full subcategories {<M> I M E Ob'B} with the order :=> (cf. Lemma

2.3.1).

"TI" ,Call a full subcategory,

contains all subquotients (in 01)

of any pair of its objects.

Clearly any thick subcategory

of an abelian category A topologizing if it

of any of its objects and a coproduct (in A)

is topologizing.

5.3.1. Lemma. Any topologizing subeategory "TI" of a abelian eategory Adefines

a subset of SpecA, "TI" I ) I"TI" InSpecA, ~hich is closed in the topology 't.

Moreover, I"TI" I n SpecA = Speci.

Proof In fact, since the category T is topologizing, it contains with

every object X a11 the objects Y of the category A such that X >- Y. In

particular, the set pq n SpecA is closed in the topology 't.

The equality pq n S pecA = SpeClr is left to the reader as an exercise.•

5.3.2. Proposition. (a) For any subset W ~ SpecA, the full subcategory A(W)

generated by all objeets M of the category A such that Supp(M) k W is a

Serre subcategory.

(b) The subcategory A(W) coineides with the subeategory <W.1>:= n <p>,
p E W.1

where W.1:= SpecA - W.

(c) lf the set W is closed in the topology t, then (and only then)

SpeciJ n IA(W) 1 = SpecA(W) = W.

Proof (b) It fo11ows from the definitions of Supp and

relation M E Ob< W.1> means exactly that

Supp(M) n W.1 = 0, l.e. Supp(M) ~ W.

that the

(a) One can check that the interseetion of any set of Serre subcategories

is a Serre subcategory. Thus the assertion (h) imply the assertion (a).

(e) For any <p> E SpecA, the support of P coincides with the set s<p>

of specializations of <p> (or, the closure of the 'point' <p> In topology

't). Hence SpecA n IA(W) I consists of all <P> E W such that s<p> ~ W. •

Thus, we have the diagram:
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{thick subcategories of A}

~
{topologizing subcategories of A}

/
{closed subsets of (SpecA,t)}

The first arrow detennines the localization at any closed subset of

(SpecA, 't); the second arrow can be used to create new topologies on SpecA.

Namely, choosing a class of topologizing subcategories of A, we obtain a set

of subsets in Specil which is considered as a base of closed subsets of a topo-

logy.

We are going to use this procedure in Seetion 6 to define the Zariski topo-

logy.

5.4. The residue field of a point. Fix any point

Proposition 5.3.2, A(<P>-):= A(SuppeP)) is a

der the quotient category

<P> of SpecA.

thiek subeategory of

Aecording to

A. Consi-

1{-<P>:= A(<P>-)/<P>.

Clearly the category 1{-<P> is loeal. Moreover, one can see that it is

ltzero-dimensional"; i.e. Spec1{-<P> consists of only one point.

Denote by 1{<P> the full subcategory of the category J{-<P> generated by

all objeets M of J{-<P> which are supremum of its subobjects V --7 M such

that <v> = <P>.

We call the category 1{<P> the residue category 0/ <P>.

One can check that the subcategory 1{<P> is topologizing which implies

that it inherits the nice properties of the category 1{-<P>: it is Iocal and

its spectrum consists of only one point.

5.4.1. Lemma. (a) lf one 0/ the categories AI<P>, 1{-<P> and 1{<P> has ob-

jects 0/ finite type, then the other two also enjoy this property.

(b) // the quotient category tAI<P> has objects 0/ finite type, then J{<P>

is equivalent to the category 0/ modules over a skew field.

Proof (a) A Ioeal eategory has objects of finite type if and only if its

quasi-final object is semisimple. Clearly, the latter property holds for all the

listed in the assertion (a) categories if it holds for one of them.

(h) Since quasi-final objects of J{<P> are semisimple, every nonzero ob-

ject of 1{<P>, being a sum of its simple subobjects, is semisimple. Thus, J{<P>

is a semisimpie category with only one up to isomorphism simple object, say M.
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is thick if

Therefore the functor

XI ) 1<.<P>(M,X)

from 1<.<P> to the category K(<P»-Vec of vector spaces over the skew field

K(<P>):= 1<.<P>(M,M) is an equivalence of categories.•

We call the field K(<P» from (the proof of) Lemma 5.4.1 the residue skew

field of the point <P>.

Clearly the residue skew field of a point is defined uniquely up to isomor

phism.

6. LEFT CLOSED SUBCATEGORIES AND ZARISKI TOPOLOGY.

6.0. Preliminaries about the Gabriel multiplication. For any two subcategories,

M, 'r! of an abelian category A, define their product Äe)T as the full subca-

tegory of A generated by all objects M of A such that there exists an

exact sequence

o-) M' -) M ---) M" ---) 0

with M' E Ob't and M" E Ob'J.. One can check that if }( and 'r! are topologi

zing subcategories, then such is 'd..eYJ.

Note that, for any three topologizing subcategories, S, ]", and OJ,

se(iellJ) = (seiJeu; and OeS = SeO = S.

It follows from definitions that a topologizing subcategory "TI"

and only if lfe"[ = V.

6.1. The Gabriel multiplication and the spectrum. Recall that, for any topologi

zlng subcategory S of A, the set V(s) consists of all <P> ESpeeil such

that P E Obs.

6.1.1. Lemma. For any pair S, 'U' of topologizing subcategories of an abelian

category A, we have: V(se'U') = V(s) U V('U').

Proof a) Clearly S c Se'U' ;2 'U' which implies the inclusion

V(se'U') ~ V(s) U V(ll"). (1)

b) Let <P> E V(Se1T); I.e. P E Specsd n Ob(se'U'). The laUer means that

there exists an exact sequence

o ---) p' ---) P~ P" -) 0

in which JY E Ob1T and pli E Obs.
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If p' =t. 0, then P' >- P; hence P E ObTI.

If P' = 0, then P ct P"; l.e. P E Obs.

Thus

SpecA n Ob(Self) ~ (SpecsIJ n ObS) U (SpecA n Obv)

which implies the inverse to (l) inclusion:

V(sey) f:; V(S) U V(n). •

we can rewrite the equalityIdentifying V(?) with Speer?),

V(s) U V(Y) of Lemma 6.1.1 as

Spee(Sey) = Speers) U Spee(lf).

V(sey) =

(2)

6.2. Left c10sed subcategories. A subcategory s of an abelian category A is

called closed if it IS both topologizing and coreflective (in [Gab], IVA) We

call a subcategory S of .i1 left closed if it is topologizing and reflective.

6.2.1. Lemma. Suppose that subcategories Sand TI

are closed (resp. left closed). Then the subcategol}'

closed).

of an abelian category A

Se]" is closed (resp. left

Proof Since the subcategories Sand ]" are topologizing, such is their

Gabriel product Se]" (cf. 6.0).

a) Let Sand "TI" be closed; l.e. the inc1usion functors

have fight adjoints J 1\ and J 1\ respectively. Following [Gab], denote by S
S TI

the functor J o} 1\. A ----t A which assigns to any object M of .i1 the big-S S'
gest among subobjects of M which belong to the subcategory s. For any object

M of A, denote by MS,"TI" the kernel of the composition of epimorphisms

M ----.07) MITJM ----.07) MIs(M/iM)

18 topologizing iff its opposite,

And also, for any two subcategori-

of

gfP.
'TI

It is c1ear that MS,"TI" contains TIM and the quotient object M/Ms,'TI be-

longs to the subcategory S; Le. Ms,'TI E ObSe'TI. It is equally evident that

M S, 'TI is the biggest among the subobjects of M which belong to se]"; Le.

MS,"TI" ~ (se'TI)M.

b) Note that a subcategory

Tr°P, is a topologizing subcategory in

es Sand Tr of A, we have:
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Finally, note that a subcategory S of is reflective iff its dual,

Sop is a coreflective subcategory of AOP.

This shows that the assertion about teft closedsubcategories follows from

the assertion about closed subcategories.•

6.2.2. Lemma. Let an abelian category A have supremum\' 0/ sets of subobjects

(JOT instance, s4 is a category with coproducts).

Then the intersection of any set of left closed subcategories is a left

closed subcategory.

Proof Clearly the intersection of any set of topologizing subcategories of

A is a topologizing subcategory. So, it remains to show that, under the assump-

tion, the reflectiveness stands the interseetions.

In fact, let n be a set of refleetive subcategories of il. Fix an objeet

M of 14; and, for any SEn, denote by KS(M) the kernel of an adjunetion

arrow

Here, as usual, /I.Js denotes a left adjoint to the inclusion funetor

Js : S ) A.

Set QK(M):= sup{KS(M) I SEn}. Note that the quotient object MIOK(M)

belongs to the interseetion n s.
SEn

This follows from the epimorphness of ts(M) for any SEn, and from the

fact that every SEn, being topologizing, contains all quotients of any of

its objects. And MIOK(M) is a quotient of Js0/l.Js(M) for every SEn.

On the other hand, if g: M ) V is any arrow such that V belangs to

n S, then, for any SEn, the morphism g is (uniquely) represented as a
SEn
composition gsots(M). Therefore the kernel of g contains Ks(M) for all S

E n whieh implies that g is represented as a composition of the canonical

epimorphism

E(M): M --7 MIOK(M)

and a uniquely defined arrow gn: MIOK(M) ) V.

This shows that the functor which assigns to an object

jeet MIOK(M) and acting correspondingly on morphisms,

indusion functor n S ) A. •
SEn
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6.2.3. Note. The proof of Lemma 6.2.2 shows that, for any abelian category A,

the intersection of a finite number of left closed subcategories IS left c1osed.

By duality the same holds for c10sed subcategories.•

6.3. Zariski topology. For any abelian category A, denote by 31 the set of

sets V(IT), where 11" runs through the set of all left c10sed subcategories of

the category A.

6.3.1. Lemma. For any abeLian category sI1, the set 31: is closed under finite

intersections and finite unions.

If A is a category with supremums of sets of subobjects, then 3! IS ad-

mits arbitrary intersections.

Proof By Lemma 6.1.1, V(s) U V(1I") = V(S-lr) for any pair of topologizing

subcategories of A. And, according to Lemma 6.2.1, the subcategory S-1I" is

left closed if Sand 11" are. Hence the set 3! is closed under finite UllJ-

ons. Clearly

V( n S) =
SEn

n V(s)
SEn

Note 6.2.3). If
tegory A has

subcategory n
S E

3!.•

for any set n of topologizing subcategories of A. If n is a finite set of

left closed subcategories than n S IS also left closed by Lemma 6.2.2 (cf.
SEn

n is an infinite set of left closed subcategories, but the ca-

supremums of sets of subobjects, then, again by Lemma 6.2.2, the

S is left closed. Thus in both cases, n V(S) belongs to
n SEn

We define the Zariski topology on

31: as a base of closed sets. According

supremums of sets of subobjects, then

sets of the Zariski topology.

SpecA as the topology 3t which has

to Lemma 6.3.1, if the category tA has

3! coincides with the set of all closed

6.4. Left closed subcategories and the spectrum of a category of modules. Let A

be the category R-mod left modules over a ring R. Let Cl be a two-sided ide

al in R; and let R-mod ICl denote the full subcategory of R-mod generated by

all R-modules M such that Ann(M) => a.
Clearly the canonical (fulI) embedding
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Rlo.-mod ) R-mod

induces an equivalence of categories Rlo.-mod ) R-mod 10..

6.4.1. Proposition. Left closed subcategories of the category R-mod are exact-

ly the subcategories R-mod 10., where 0. runs through the set IR of aU two-

sided ideals of the ring R.

Proof 1) Clearly R-modlais a left closed subeategory of the eategory

R-mod, since

(a) it is a topologizing subeategory;

(h) the canonical embedding R-mod 10. ) R-mod has a left adjoint func-

tor, MI ) M/uM Q: Rla. ®R M.

2) Let S be a left closed subcategory of the eategory sIl = R-mod,

Js: S --) A

the natural embedding, and II.JS the left adjoint to Js functor. Sinee the ad-

junction arrow

is an epimorphism, the generator JsR IS isomorphie to Rla. for some left ide-

al o.. This ideal ais, aetually, two-sided.

In fact, the quotient modules RI(a:x) , x E R-a, being cyclie submodules

of Rio., are in s.

(Reeall that (a:x) = (r E R I rx E a}.)

The projection
1t : R --) RI(a.:x)x

is represented as a eomposition of

1t
1

= l1s(R) : R --) Rla

and a uniquely defined arrow

h : Rio. --) RI(a:x).
x

Sinee 1t
x

15 an epimorphism, hx is an epimorphism. But the epimorphness

of h means that Cl ~ (a.:x). Therefore, sinee the element x E R-o. paramet-
x

rizing this inclusion is arbitrary, the ideal a. is two-sided.

This implies, sinee the R-module Rio. is a generator of the subcategory

S, that S coincides with R-mod Ia .•

Let 11 be a family' of left closed subeategories of R-mod. By Proposition
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6.2, n IS a set of the categories

of two-sided ideals in R.

One can see that n R-mod Ia
a E X

R-mod Ia, where a

= R-modl ( La).
aEX

runs through a set, X,

6.4.2. The Zariski topology on the left spectrum. Consider now the left spectrum

Specf of the ring R which consists of a11 left ideals p In R such that

the module Rlp belongs to SpecR-mod (cf. Section 4). The canonical surjec·

tion

Specf --~) SpecR-mod, p~ <RJp>, (1)

a110ws to transfer the Zariski topology (as any other topology) on Spec/? Na

mely, define the Zariski topology, t", on Spec f as the weakest topology

such that the map (1) is continuous; Le. the set of closed sets in 1" con-

sists of preimages of closed sets in the Zariski topology 3t on SpecR-mod.
...

Clearly the preimage of the set V(a):= V(R-modl a), where u IS a two-sided

ideal in R, is the set Vlu) = (p E SpecZR las; p). And the equalities

V(selr) = V(s) U Ver), V( n S) = n V(s)
SEn SEn

correspond to the equalities

=V/a)UV/ß), VI L a)=
SEn

6.4.3. The Serre subcategory related to a Zariski c10sed set. Fix a two-sided

ideal a in the ring R. To the closed set V(u):= V(R-modl a), there corres-

ponds the Serre subcategory, E(a), of R-mod generated by a11 R-modules M

such that

Supp(M) ~ Spec(R-modl a). (1)

(cf. Proposition 5.3.2). The fo11owing Lemma can be regarded as an estimate of

the difference between E(a) and R-mod Ia.

6.4.3.1. Lemma. Suppose that an R-module M has the property:

a ~ L(Ann(M))

for some two-sided ideal a. Then M E ObEra).

Here L(Ann(M)):= Levitzki radical of the ideal Ann(M):= the preimage of

the biggest locally nilpotent ideal in RJAnn(M).

Proof 1) For any two R-modules, M and M', the relation M >- M' impli-
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es the inclusion Ann(M) ~ Ann(M').

In particular, for any <P> E Supp(M), Ann(M) ~ Ann(P).

In fact, the relation M >- M' means that there is a diagram

(v)M ~(-- L _e_-7) M'

where v is a positive integer,

Thus, we have:

IS a monoarrow, and e is an epimorphism.

Ann(M) = Ann((v)M) c Ann(L) c Ann(M').

2) By Theorem 1.4.10.2, the Levitzki radieal L(Ann(M)) is the intersecti-

on of all the ideals Ann(P), where <P> runs through all elements of the spe-

ctrum, Spec(R-lnod), such that Ann(M) ~ Ann(P).

Thus, we have the inclusion:

L(Ann(M)) ~ n Ann(P)
<P> E SuppeM)

which implies the assertion immediately. •

6.5. When the Zariski topology has a base of quasi-compact open sets? One of the

most important properties of the conventional Zariski topology IS the quasi

compactness of affine schemes and the (following from it) existence of a base of

quasi-compact open subsets for a general scheme.

We are going to show that, in the noncommutative case, the affine objects 

the spectra of categories of modules - are still quasi-compact and have (canoni

cal) base of open compact subsets in the Zariski topology.

Note that the second fact does not follow from the first one, and, certain

ly, does not imply the existence of a base of quasi-compact open subsets of the

topological space (SpecA, 3t) for a general abelian category A, since most of

abelian (or even Grothendieck) categories are not locally affine.

The following investigation provides a way to find out if the topological

space (SpecA, 3t) has a base of quasi-compact open sets for a wide dass of

abelian categories.

6.5.1. Lemma. Let an abelian category A have a generator of finite type. Then

any left closed subcategory of A enjoys the same property.

Proof (a) Let M be a generator of finite type in A; and let "I be a

left adjoint to the inclusion functor I s = I of a c10sed subcategory Sinto

A. Then "I(M) is a generator of finite type of the category s.
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In fact,

from M to

I\J(M) is a generator of the category S because any arrow

J(V) is represented as a composition of the adjunction morphism

Tl(M): M~ JoI\J(M)

a.,

M IS of fi-

thanks to the

and an arrow Ja' for a uniquely defined arrow a.,':I\J(M)~ V.

(h) Note that the adjunction arrow Tl: ldA~ Jol\J is an epimorphism.

In fact, for any object M of the category A, the image of Tl (M), being

a subobject of an object from s, IS also an object of S. Therefore, thanks

to the universal property of 11(M), the canonical monoarrow

Im (11 (M)) ) JoI\J(M)

is an isomorphism; i.e. l1(M) is an epimorphism.

(e) Since the adjunction arrow ,,(M) is an epimorphism, and

nite type, the object J 01\J(M) IS of finite type. This implies,

faithfulness of J, that the object 1\J(M) is of finite type.•

Let s be a closed subcategory of a Grothendieck category A, Js the na-

tural embedding of Sinto .4, and

11$: IdiI.~ Jsol\Js
an adjunction arrow.

For any object V of the category A, set for convenience

Thus, we have the short exact sequence

is .of finite type with res

inductive system of subob

the arrow K~ -----7 KsM

"s(M)
o ---7) KsM --~) M ---~) sM----)) 0

To the inclusion S ~ S', there corresponds a morphism

(5')~ (S)

of the exact sequences corresponds such that

the arrow M~ M is identical;

the arrow s'M~ sM is an epimorphism;

the arrow Ks,M ) KsM is (therefore) a monomorphism.

Now, let A have a generator M of finite type.

Call the closed subcategory S finite if KsM

pect to the subobjects K~, s ~ i; l.e. for any

jects K~~ KsM, 11" E n, such that supo. = KsM,

IS an isomorphism for some 11" E O.

(s)
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It is left to the reader to check that the notion is weil defined; Le. it

does not depend on the choice of a generator of finite type.

6.5.2. Proposition. Let an abelian category iJ have the property (sup) and a

generator of finite type. And let .::. be a family of closed subcatego.ries of the

category iJ such that the intersection, S, of all the categories from .::. is

finite. Then S is the intersectiol1 oI a finite number oI categories from .::..

Proof 1) Denote by

from ~.

all possible finite intersections of categories

2) Fix a generator of fini te type, M,

Q, J-.i1 is a generator of the subcategory "D"

The exact sequences

of the eategory iJ. For any

(cf. the proof of Lemma 6.5.1).

"D" E

11,(M)
o --~) K-.i1 --~) M --------+) M"D"--~) 0 ("Ir)

i E Q, form an inductive system; and the limit of this inductive system is

agmn an exact sequence (thanks to the property (sup)) which we denote by

o~ M' --~) M --~) M"~ O. (1)

Since, for any i E 0, the canonical arrow iM ~ M" is an epimor-

phism, M" E n Obi = Obs.
"B" E n

On the other hand, the canonical arrows of short sequences

(i)~ (S), i E n, (2)

form a cone. The cone (2) defines a unique arrow from the sequence ( 1) to the

sequence (S). In particular, we have a commutative diagram

M ---~) M"

id 1 1 (J

M -------7) sM

Since M" is an object of S, and M ~ sM is the universal arrow, er

is an isomorphism which means that the whole arrow Cl) ~ (s) is an isomor-

phism. In particular, the object M' in the sequence (1) IS isomorphie to KsM.

Since KsM is the induetive limit of {K~. 1r E n}, and S IS finite by

assumption, KtvI~ M' IS an isomorphism for some i E n. Therefore iM:::.:

M" ~ sM; i.e. the subcategories s and "D" coincide.•
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6.5.2.1. Corollary. Let an abelian category A have the property (sup) and a

generator of finite type. Then the topoLogicaL spaee (SpeeA,3t) is quasi- com

paet.

Proof It IS just the application of Proposition 6.5.2 In the case when S

= {o}. •

6.5.3. The Zariski topology in the affine ease. Let A be the category R-mod

of left modules over an associative ring R.

Recall that a closed subset W of a topological space X IS noetherian if

any family n of closed subsets of X such that X equals to n Y con-
YEn

tains a finite subfamily which ha~ the same property. In other words, the closed

set W is noetherian iff the open set X - W is quasi-compact.

6.5.3.1. Proposition. A closed (in the Zariski topology) subset W is noetheri

an if and only if it coincides with Spee(R-modl a) for some finitely generated

two-sided ideal a.

Proof I) By Proposition 6.4.1, any left closed subcategory of the category

R-mod equals to R-mod Ia' for some two-sided ideal a'. The left closed sub-

category R-mod lais finite if and only if the ideal a is finitely generated

(as a two-sided ideal).

Therefore, according to Corollary 6.5.2.1, the closed set SpeerR-mod Ia)

is noetherian for any finitely generated two-sided ideal a.
2) Suppose now that the closed set V = SpeerR-mod I0:') IS noetherian. The

(two-sided) ideal a' is the supremum (union) of an inductive system ~(a') of

its finitely generated two-sided subideals. This implies that Spee(R-modl a')

is the intersection of Spec(R-modla), where a runs through the set iJ(a').

Since the topological space SpeerR-mod I0:') is noetherian, it coincides with

SpeerR-modl a) for some a E iJ(a'). •

6.5.3.2. Corollary. For any

(SpeeR-mod,3t), where 3t IS

base of quasi-compact open subsets.

associative rIng

the Zariski topology,

R, the topologicaL space

IS quasi-compact anti has a

6.5.3.3. Remark. Proposition 6.5.3.1 has been obtained in [R2] (a detailed ac

count is in [R3]) as a corollary of the following, much more subtle, fact (Theo

rem 1.4.10.2):
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that the topological spaee

!Jpectrum of R which is,

SpeeR, formed by all the

Rlp has no nonzero loeally

R coinsidesThe interseetion of all ideals of the left spectrum of a ring

with the higgest locally nilpotent ideal in R.

One of the eonsequenees of this theorem is

(SpeeR-mod,3t) IS quasi-homeomorphie to the Levitzki

by definition, the subspaee of the prime speetrum,

prime ideals p in R such that the quotient ring

nilpotent ideals.

Note that the Levitzki spectrum, LSpeeR, is a sober spaee; i.e.

ducible closed subset of LSpecR has unique generic point (Theorem 1.5.3).•

any lrre-

7. SOME OTHER CANONICAL TOPOLOGIES.

7.1. The eentral topology. Fix a abelian category A, and denote by ,,(A) the

ring of endomorphisms of IdA'

For any ~ E ~(A), denote by A~ the full subcategory of A generated by

all those objects M for which ~(M) = O.

and M 1-------7 Cok~(M), M E OhA,

Ker~ and Cok~, from s4 to

7.1.1. Lemma. The subcategory A~ is closed and left c!osed.

Proof In fact, the maps

M 1-------7 Ker~(M)

are uniquely extended to funetors,

the canonical morphisms

The both funetors take values in the subeategory A~.

This follows immediately from the comr:nutative diagram

which have

Ker~
k~ )r~ c~ ) Cok~

~(Ker~)1
ks, c~

1~(Cok~)
Ker~ ) Id

A
) Cok~

Denote the eorestrictions of the funetors Ker~ and Cok~ onto A~ by

~ and C~ respeetively.

Clearly, the funetor Kr, is right adjoint to the embedding ~: s4~ ---7 A
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having the adjunction arrows k~, id, and C~ is left adjoint to J~ with the

adjunction arrows id, c~.

One can see that dl~ is a topologizing subcategory of the category A.

Therefore, by Lemma 7.1.1, it is both closed and left closed. •

7.1.2. Lemma. For any ~ E ~(61) and <P> E SpecA, either ~(P) is a monomor

phism, or ~(P) = O.

Prao! Suppose that Ke~(P) '# 0, and let 1: Ker~(P) ~ P denote the

canonical monomorphism The equalities

io~(Ker~(P)) = ~(P)oi = 0

show that ~(Ker~(P)) = O.

On the other hand, Slnce <P> ESpecA, there exists a diagram

(I)Ker~(P) ~(__ V __e-----?) P

for same integer I 2:: I such that

phism. The equalities

is a monomorphism and e 15 an epimor-

io~(V) = ~((l)Ker~(P))oi = (l)~(Ker~(P))ot = Ooi = 0

imply that ~(V) = 0; and it follows from the epimorphness of e and the equa-

lities

~(P)oe = eo~(V) = eoO = 0

that ~(P) = O.•

7.1.3. Corollary. For any <P> E Spec~ the set

«p»:= {~ E ~(A)I ~(P) = O)

is a prime ideal in the ring ~(dl).

Thus, we have a weIl defined map

<p = <P,i SpecA -------+ Spec.,(A).

Define the central topology, 't~, on SpecA as the weakest topology for

which the map Cf> is continuous. In other words, the sets

V(X):= {<P> E Specdll ~(P) = 0 for every ~ E Xj,
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where ~ runs through

Since V(~) = V(A~)

each V~ is closed

than the Zariski topo-

where X runs through the set of the ideals (or subsets) of the nng

the set of closed subsets in the topology 'tJ.

Clearly the sets V(~) = {<P> E SpecAI ~(P) = O},

J(sIJ), form a basis of closed sets of the topology 'tJ.

and the subcategory A~ is left closed (cf. Lemma 7. 1.1),

in the Zariski topology; i.e. the topology 'tJ is weaker

IS

logy.

7.1.4. Example. Let A be the category of left modules over an associative ring

R, A = R-mod. It is weil known (and easy to check) that the flng J(91) IS

isomorphie to the center ~(R) of the ring R: the isomorphism J(R) ----7 J(A)

sends an element of J(R) into the action of this element on modules.

Now, SpecA Q: Specf, and the corresponding to

q>91: SpecA ) Spec~(A)

map

Specf -~) Spec3(R)

assigns to any ideal p E Spec,R its intersection with the center:

p I---------? P n J(R).

SpecZR

The transfered to SpecZR central topology

of cental elements: any closed subset is of the fonn

p} for some subset X of J(R).

In partieular, the central topology on

open subsets which consists of the sets

IS deseribed by 'zeros' of sets

VfX):= (p E Specfl X ~

has a base of 'principal'

U(z):= {p E Spec,R 1 z e; pi,

where z runs through 3(R).

The localization at the open set U(z), z E 3(R),

'classical' localization
-I

MI-I-~) (z) R ®R M

at the multiplieative set (z): = {zn I n E Z+}. •

coincides with the

7.2. The topology 't*. Another way to define a topology on SpecA

out a class of objects, crl, of the category 91 and declare the set

M E CII} a base of closed subsets.
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This is the way we define the topology 't*: by taking as (H the union of

the class ftA of all objects of finite type in il with SpecA.

If A is the category of modules over a commutative ring, then 't* cOln-

eides with the Zariski topology .3t (and also with the central topology ~'t).

If i1 = R-mod, where the ring R is noncommutative, then 't* can differ

from the Zariski topology 3t drastically.

For instance, if R is a simple ring, the Zariski topology 3t 1S trivial

(since there is no non-trivial two-sided ideals), while the topology 't* IS

quite ample even in the general case.

In fact, it follows from the definition of 't* that, for any abelian cate-

gory dl, the closure of any point of the spectrum of .i1 coincides with the set

of specializations of this point; l.e. the closure of a point In the topology

't* coincides with its closure in the topology 't. It cannot be better.

A draw back is that, even in affine case, i1 = R-mod, the tapological spa-

ce (Specil,t*) is not quasi-compact in general. It is, however, in a lot of Iffi-

portant special cases.

7.3. The topology 'ts. The base of closed subsets of the topology 'ts IS the

set (s(<P» I <P> ESpecA} of all the closures of points of the spectrum in to

pology 't; l.e. the sets

s«P» = {<P'> I <P'> ~ <P>} = {<fY> I P >- P'}

of specializations of points.

Clearly 'ts is the weakest among the topologies on

tioned above property: the closure of any point of the

the set of the specializations of that point.

SpecA having the men-

spectrum coincides with

Specil. Ta any set U E Open!,

According to Proposition 5.3.2, the

Open!on

is containedSupp(M)such thatsubcategory <U> is generated by all

in the complementary to U closed subset.

To any object M of the category A, we assign a function

which sends any open set U into the localization of M at <U>:

7.4. Structure presheaves. Fix a topology :t on

we assign the Serre subcategory <U>:= n P.
PEU

M E OhA

M-(U) = Q<U>M.

The map M- IS funetarial in a natural sense and is defined uniquely up to

isomorphism. It is called a structure presheaf associated to the object M. One
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can show that presheaves M- are actually sheaves: the object M-(U) can be

reconstructed from local data related to any finite covering of U.

The explicit definitions and reconstruction (globalization) theorems can be

found in [R3] for the affine case and in [R7] for the general case.

8. ASSOCIATED POINTS.

denate by Ass(M)

M, and call the

A,A. For any object M of

such that P is a subobject of

M elements of the spectrum.

for any M.

Fix an abelian category

the set of <P> E SpecA

points of Ass(M) associated to

Clearly Ass(M) c Supp(M)

8.1. Example. If M eSpecA, then Ass(M) = f<M>J. •

In general, Ass(M) rnight by ernpty.

8.2. Proposition. (a) For any short exact sequence,

o ) M' ) M ) M" ) 0,

Ass(M') c Ass(M) ~ Ass(M') U Ass(M").

(b) Suppose that A has the property (sup). Then

if Q is a directed family of subobjects of an object M such that the

canonical arrow sup n -----) M is an isomorphism, then

Ass(M) = U Ass(X).
Xen

Proof (a) The inclusion Ass(M') ~ Ass(M) is abvious.

Let now <P> E Ass(M), and there is a monoarrow P -----) M.

If P n M' is nonzero, then <P> = <P n M'>; hence

<P n M'> E Ass(M').

If P n M' = 0, then the composition of the P -----) M and the epimor-

phism M -----7 M" is a rnonoarrow; i.e. <P> e Ass(M").

(b) It follows from (a) that U Ass(X) ~ Ass(M). We need to show that
X e n

the inverse inclusion is also true.

Let <P> be an arbitrary element of Ass(M) (we assurne that P is a sub

object of M). Since A has the property (sup) , the canonical arrow

s u pep n X) ) P
XEn
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IS an isomorphism. In particular, the monoarrow P n x -------7 P is nonzero for

some X E Q. But then <P> = <P n X>, and, since the other canonical arrow,

P n X -------7 X,

. is also a monomorphism, <P n X> E Ass(X). •

8.3. Corollary. Let A

mily S 0/ objects 0/ .il

be a category with the property (sup). Then, for any /a-

such that there is a coproduct EB X,
XE':'

Ass( EB X) = U Ass(X).
XE::: XE:::

Proo! It follows from the assertion (a) of Proposition 8.2 that, for any

objects L and M,

Ass(L) U Ass(M) ~ Ass(LEBM) ~ Ass(L) U Ass(M);

Le.

Ass(LEBM) = Ass(L) U Ass(M).

Therefore

Ass( EB X) = U Ass(X)
XEQ XEQ

for any finite family of objects Q. Since the coproduct of an arbitrary fami

Iy, 3, of objects is the inductive limit of coproducts of finite subfamilies

of 2, the assertion follows fram the assertion (b) of Proposition 8.2. •

8.4. Corollary. Let M be a nonzero object 0/ an abelian category dl. And let

.:. be a finite /amily 0/ subobjects 0/ an object M such that n X = o.
XE':'

Then Ass(M) ~ U Ass(MIX).
XE':'

Proo! In fact, the canonical map

M--~

IS a monomorphism. •

EB MIX
XE:::

Futher on, we shall assurne that A has the property (sup).

8.5. Proposition. Let M E ObA, and let cD be an arbitrary subset 0/ Ass(M).

There exists a subobject L -------7 M such that

Ass(MIL) = cD, and Ass(L) = Ass(M) - $.
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such that Ass(M') ~

the zero subobject. It

.0, of subobjects

a maximal subobject,

Proof. Let II be the set of monoarrows M/~ M

Ass(M) - <1>. Clearly D is not empty, since it contains

follows from Proposition 8.2 that, for any directed subset,

of ll, sup .0 E D. Therefore, by Zorn' s Lemma, there exist

L, In ll.

Now, it is enough (thanks to Proposition 8.2) to show that Ass(M/L) c <1>.

Let <P> E Ass(M/L) , and P ----) MIL be a monoarrow. Then the canonical

morphism p':= P x M ----) M is a monoarrow tao. By Proposition 8.2,
M/L

Ass(P') ~ Ass(L) U {<P>}.

Since L is maximal in », P' e D. Therefore <P> E <fl. •

8.5.1. Remark. It follows from the inductiveness of D (cf. the proof of Propo-

sition 8.5) that, for any <1> ~ Ass(M) and any subobject k: K ~ M such

that Ass(K) ~ Ass(M) - <1>, there is a monoarrow I: L~ M which 'contains'

k (Le. k is the composition of land a unique monoarrow K --7 L) and

has the following properties: Ass(L) = Ass(M) - <P, Ass(MIL) = <1>, and

I: L ----) M

is the maximal among the subobjects satisfying to these conditions.•

8.5.2. Example. Let S be a Serre subcategory of the category A and M an

object from OhA - Obs. Take <I> = Ass(M) - Specs.

Clearly the S-torsion, sM, of M has the property:

Ass(SM) = Ass(M) n Specs = Ass(M) - <1>,

Hence there is a subobject L ----) M which contains sM and is maximal

with respect to the properties:

Ass(L) = Ass(M) n Specs, Ass(MIL) = Ass(M) - Specs (1)

(cf. Remark 8.5.1).•

8.5.3. Example. Let W be a clo}ed subset of (SpecA,'t). and M an object of

A. Set <P = Ass(M) - W, and take the maximal subobject,

M(W) -------7 M,_

among those subobjects L ---? M for which Supp(L) c W.

Clearly
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Ass(M(W)) ~ Supp(M(W)) k Ass(M) n W = Ass(M) - <1>.

By Proposition 8.5 (and Remark 8.5.1), there exists a subobject L of M

which contains M(W) ----? M and is maximal with respect to the properties:

Ass(L) = Ass(M) n W, Ass(MIL) = Ass(M) - W.

Note that this example is a special (but important) case of Example 8.5.2:

one should take (in 8.5.2) S = A(W) - the Serre subcategory generated by all

objects X of A such that Supp(X) ~ W (cf. Proposition 5.3.2).•

8.5.4. Associated points and exact localizations. Let Q: s4 ----? 73 be an exact

localization of an abelian category A, M an object of the category sIl, and

<P> E Ass(M) - IKerQI. We assume that P is a subobject of M. Then, Slnce

Q(P) E Spec73 and Q respects monoarrows, <Q(P)> E Ass(Q(M)).

One can easily check that the map

Ass(M) - IKerQI ) Ass(Q(M)), <P> I ) <Q(P»,

is injective.

9. RELATIVE SPECTRA.

Define the spectrum of a functor ~ from an abelian category 73 to an

abelian category iJ as the ordered set Spec(iJ) of all pairs «M>, <P» E

Spec~ x SpeciJ such that there is an M' E Ob~ satisfying the conditions:

<M'> = <M>, and <P> E Ass(M').

The order in Spec(iJ) is induced from Spec23 x Spec.i1.

9.1. Example. Clearly Spec(ld14) coincides with the diagonal m SpeciJ x SpecA.

In particular, SpecA can be naturally identified with Spec(lddt)' •

9.2. Example. Let q-: A -------; B

ding functor from 73 = B-mod to

noetherian, then the projection

be a ring morphism and

s4 = A -mod. If the nng

iJ = q- * the correspon

A is commutative and

Spec(q-J -~) Spec23

IS surjective, since, far any nanzero B-module M (in particular, for any M E

Spec73) , the set Ass(q-iM)) is nanempty. This means that knowing Spec(q-J we

can recaver the spectrurn of 73.

This is not true in general. •

Fix a functor iJ: 'B -------; ,4. It is important to single out, In a natural
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way, some topologizing (or thiek) subcategories 73' of 73 such that Ass(15(M»

'::t 0 for all <M> E Spec73'.

The defined below subcategories [A.'iJ1 and <sIl,15> are most straightfor-

ward examples of such natural eonstruetions.

9.3. Tbe subcategory [A, 'iJ1. Fix abelian eategories, sil and 73, and a funetor

'iJ: A ~ 23. Denote by [A,'iJ1 the full subeategory of the category A which

IS generated by all objects M such that, for any nonzero subquotient L of

M, Ass('iJL) '::t 0.

Note that the restriction of 'iJ to [A, 'iJ1 is a faithful funetor.

9.3.1. Lemma. If the functor 'iJ: s4 -------7 13 is left exact, then

Serre subcategol}' of A.

is a

Proof In fact, let M IS an object of [A,'iJT. And let L is a nonzero

subquotient of M. Since M E Ob[A,'iJT, there is a nonzero subobject X of L

which belongs to fA.'iJ1. Therefore Ass('iJ(X» '::t 0. Since 15 IS left exact,

'iJ(X) IS a subobject of 'iJ(L) whieh implies the indusion Ass('iJ(L» ~

Ass('iJ(X». •

9.3.2. Corollary. Let A and 73 be abelian categories and 'iJ a left exact

functor from sIl- to 13. Then

SpeerA, 'iJ1 = SpeciJ n 1[A, 'iJ1 I·

Proof Aceording to Lemma 5.3.1,

tegory "TI". And the category [ sil, 151

tion 9.3.1. •

SpeC"TI" = Specsil n I "TI" 1 for any thiek subca-

is thick by the first assertion of Proposi-

9.3.3. Example. Clearly the subcategory [A,Id1 contains all simple objects of

the eategory A. By Proposition 9.3.1, it eontains also all objects of finite

length and a lot more. •

9.3.4. Example. Let <p: B -------7 A be a ring morphism, 'iJ the eorresponding

funetor A-mod -------7 B-mod. Suppose that the ring B is commutative and noe

therian. Then [A-mod,'iJ1 = A-mod.

In fact, if M is a module over a commutative noetherian ring, then

Ass(M) = 0 if and only if M = 0 (cf. [BCA], Ch. IV, Corollary 1.1.2).•
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9.3.5. Example. Let k be a Lie subalgebra of a Lie algebra S. Consider the

corresponding to the embedding k -------7 9 morphism, $: U(k) -------7 U(S), of

the universal enveloping algebras, and take as ~ the base-change functor

U(g)-mod -~) U(k)-mod.

The subcategory [U(g)-mod, ';j) contains the category HC(S, k) of Harish-

Chandra g-modules with respect to the subalgebra k.

In fact, by definition (cf. [D], 9.1.4), ag-module V 15 a Harish-Chandra

module with respect to k if the k-module ';jV IS the sum of its irreducible

submodules.

Note that if the Lie subalgebra k IS finite dimensional and commutative

(for example, k is a Cartan subalgebra of a finite dimensional reductive Lie

algebra 9), then, aecording to Example 9.3.4, [Urg)-mod,~} = U(s)-mod. •

9.4. The subcategory <04 I';j>. Let 15: 04 ------4 13 be a functor. Set

<A Itl> = ?i-I (['B,IdJ).

9.4.1. Lemma. (a) IJ the Junctor iJ is exact, then <A I';j> is a thick suhcate-

gof}' oJ the categof}' A.

(h) IJ the Junctor iJ is exact and JaithJul. then <A\ 15> is a subcategof}'

oJ the categof}' [iJ,~} (cf 9.3).

Proof (a) Sinee the funetor 15 is exaet, if I(U') is a thick subeategory

of 04 for any thick subeategory "TI' of 'B. In partieular, it follows from Pro-

position 9.3.1 that the subcategory <AliJ>:= iJ-I([~,Id}) is thick.

(h) Let M E Ob<A I~>, and let K be a nonzero subquotient of M. Since

iJ is exact, l5K IS a subquotient of tlM. And tlK 'i:- 0 thanks to the faithful-

ness of iJ. Therefore Ass(1jK) 'i:- 0 which means, by definition (cf. 9.3), that

M E Ob[A,1j}. •

Note that the functor of Example 9.3.4 (hence that of 9.3.5) 18 exact and

faithful.

The maIn advantage of the subcategories <04 11j> In comparison with the sub-

categories [14, 15} is their functoriality. The latter means that, for any quasi-

commutative diagram of functors
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sI1 H__~) A'

13

(i.e. ~ ~ ~' oH), the functor H sends objects of the subcategory <Al ~> into

objects of <4 I~'>.

Thus, we can consider the category

(additive) functors from abelian categories to 13,

ExIB the objects of which are exact

and morphisms

s(F)

of

from ü: i1- --....,) 13 to iJ': Elf --....,) 13

are pairs (H,h), where H: A ) sIt is a functor, h is an isomrophism

from iJ'oH to iJ. The composition is defined in an obvious way:

(H',h')o(H,Iz) = (H' oH,hoh'H).

(Clearly what is defined above is a metacategory. To make it category one

should consider functors from categories which are equivalent to "small" catego

ries.)

ApPENDIX: GABRIEL LOCALIZATIONS.

A.l. Serre subcategories and radical filters. For any subcategory B of the ca-

tegory R-mod of left R-modules, denote by ?j(B) the set of all left ideals m

of the ring R such that the module Rlm belongs to B. If B is a thick

subcategory of R-mod, then the set ~(B) turns to be so called Gabriel ( or

localizing) filter.

By definition, the set F of left ideals of the ring R IS a Gabriel fil-

ter iff it has the following properties:

(a) if nl E F, then for any element r E R, the ideal

(m:r):={y E R: yr E m)

also belongs to F;

(h) if m E F, and n is a left ideal such that (n:y) E F for each y E

m, then n belongs to F.

Conversely, to any set F of left ideals of the flng R one can assign a

fuH subcategory s(F) of the category R-mod formed by all the modules M

such that the annihilators of all the elements of M belong to the set F.

One can check that the subcategory s(F) is thick. Moreover, S(F) IS clo-

sed with respect to small coproducts (taken in R-mod) which means that

is a Serre subcategory. It is easy to see that, for any thick subcategory B
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establishes a one to one correspondence

the category R-mod and the set 0/

map F ~ s(F) to the set of

0/ ?5 to the set of Serre subca-

R-mod, the subcategory s(?5(B)) coincides with B- (cf. 1.?). In particular,

B equals to s(?5(B)) if B is a Serre subcategory; I.e. if B = B-.

This proves the following assertion:

A.l.l. Lemma. The map iJ: B~ iJ(B)

between the set of Serre subcategories 0/
Gabriel filters 0/ left ideals 0/ the' ring R.

More explicitly, the restrietion 0/ the

Gabriel filters is inverse to the restrietion

tegories.

A.2. Localizations in terms of radical filters. Let F be a Gabriel filter of

left ideals of the ring R; and let R-modlF be a full subcategory of the cate-

gory R-mod fonned by all the left modules M such that the canonical map

Mt---) R-mod(m,M), which sends an element z of the module M into the arrow

r ---4 TZ, is a bijection for any ideal m from the filter F.

On the other hand, for any R-module M, denote by /HF(M) the direct li-

mit colim{R·mod(n,M): n E F}. The Z-module /HF(M) possesses a natural struc-

ture of R-module,

g : R~ Hom('HF(M), /HF(M)),

such that the canonical map

iF(M): M -) HF(M):=('HF(M),g)

turns to be an R-module morphism. Moryover, the map M -) HF(M) IS extended

to a funetor HF: R-mod -) R-mod such that the eolleetion iF={iF(M): M E

ObR-mod} is a funetof morphism from Id to HF. Denote the square of the fun

etor HF by GF (- Gabriel functor), and set jF: =HF(iF) oiF.

A.3. Proposition. a) The category R-modiF is equivalent to the quotient cate-

gory R-modJS(F).

b) The /unctor GF takes values in the subcategory R-modlF, and the co-

restrietion 0/ GF onto R-mod/F is a localization. More precisely, tor an

arbitrary R-module M and a module N /rom R-mod/F. any R-module morphism

f' M ---4 N is uniquely represented as a composition /=f ojF(M).

A.4. Proposition. 1) There is a unique ring structure on GF(R) such that the

canonical R-module morphism JF(R): R~ GF(R) turns to be a ring morphism.

2) For any R-module M, there is a unique extension 0/ R-module strncture
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on GF(M) to GF(R)-module strueture.

3) These extensions (jor all M E ObR-mod) define a Jull and JaithJul leJt

exaet Junetor rlF: R-modiF~ GF(R)-mod.

4) The Junetor rlF is right adjoint to the loealization

QF: GF(R)-mod~ R-modiF

at the Serre subeategory SF Jormed by all GF(R)-modules whieh are F-torsions

as R-modules.

A.5. Remark. It is easy to see that the following conditions are equivalent:

a) The Junetor

rlF: R-mod/F~ GF(R)-mod

is an equivalence oJ categories.

b) GF is isomorphie to the Junctor GF(R)({}R.

According to [Gab], Corollary V.2.2, the eondition b) holds if the funetor

GF is exaet and the Gabriel filter F eontains a cofinal subset of finitely

generated left ideals.

The exaetness of the funetor GF is garanteed in the fo11owing two eases:

I) The filter F contains a cofinal subset of projective (as R-modules)

ideals.

2) There is a multiplicative system S

and such that F consists of left ideals m

elements from S for any y E R. •
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